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LEAVABLE GAMBLING PROBLEMS
WITH UNBOUNDED UTILITIES

A. MAITRA, R. PURVES, AND W. SUDDERTH

Abstract. The optimal return function U of a Borel measurable gambling

problem with a positive utility function is known to be universally measur-

able. With a negative utility function, however, U may not be so measurable.

As shown here, the measurability of U for all Borel gambling problems with

negative utility functions is equivalent to the measurability of all PCA sets, a

property of such sets known to be independent of the usual axioms of set theory.

If the utility function is further required to satisfy certain uniform integrability

conditions, or if the gambling problem corresponds to an optimal stopping prob-

lem, the optimal return function is measurable. Another return function W is

introduced as an alternative to U . It is shown that W is always measurable

and coincides with U when the utility function is positive.

1. Introduction

The definition of a Borel gambling problem will be given in this section along

with the statements of our major results. Most of our notation and definitions

are adapted from Dubins and Savage [11].

The term Borel set will be used here to mean a Borel subset AT of a Polish

space. Denote by B(X) the Borel subsets of any Borel set X and by AAP(X)

the set of countably additive probability measures defined on X. If 9°(X) is

given the usual weak topology, then it too has the structure of a Borel set and

its Borel sigma-field coincides with the smallest sigma-field such that y —► y (A)

is a measurable function from 3°(X) to the real line R for each A in B(X).

(See, for example, Chapter II of Parthasarathy [20], Chapter HI (60 to 62)

of Dellacherie and Meyer [9], and Dubins and Freedman [10] for information

about the weak topology and the Borel structure of AP(X) A) A function /: X —►

Y from one Borel set to another is called universally measurable if f~x(B(Y))

is contained in the completion of B(X) under every measure in 3a(X).

Let F be a nonempty Borel set to be regarded as the set of possible fortunes

of a gambler or possible states of a system. A Borel gambling house is a mapping
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T from F to the collection of nonempty subsets of AAA°(F) such that the set

Y = {(x, y): y e T(x)} is a Borel subset of the product F x3°(F). An element

y of Y(x) is thought of as a gamble at x and represents a possible distribution

for the next state of a player whose current state is x .

A strategy o is a sequence o0 , ox, ..., where oQ e AAP(F) and, for n > 0, on

is a universally measurable map from Fn into AA?(F). Let H be the countably

infinite product F x F x ■ ■ ■ , and use h = (hx,h2, ...) to denote a typical

element or history in H. A strategy tr determines a measure /¿(cr) on 5(//).

Namely, the p(a)-marginal distribution on the first coordinate is o0 , and, given

(hx, ... , hn), the //((T)-conditional distribution of hn+x is on(hx, ... ,hn). We

will usually write a rather than p(o) for this measure.

A strategy o is available at x in Y if o0 e T(x) and, for every (hx, ... , hn),

on(hx, ... , hn) e T(hn). Intuitively, a gambler must choose, at every stage of

play, a gamble at the current state and this gamble corresponds to the distribu-

tion of the next state. Let S(x) be the collection of all strategies available at

x. By identifying each a with the measure p(a), we can regard X(x) as a

subset of &>(H).

A stop rule t is a Borel mapping from H to N = {1,2, ...} such that

[/ = n] belongs to the sigma-field generated by the first n coordinate functions

on H for every n . (Notice that we require t(h) < oo for every h e H A) A

policy n at x is a pair (a, t) where a e E(x) and / is a stop rule.

Let u be a Borel function from F to R to be regarded as the utility function.

The utility of a policy n is defined to be the expected utility under o at the

time of stopping; that is,

u(n) = / u(ht)do.

We will assume that u(n) is well defined as an integral for every n available

at every x . This is, of course, the case if u is bounded above or below.

The triple (F, Y, u) is a Borel gambling problem and its optimal return

function is defined, for x e F , as

U(x) = the maximum of sup u(n) and u(x),

where the supremum is over policies n at x. We will always assume in the

sequel that Y is leavable in the sense that the point mass ô(x) is in Y(x) for

every x e F. There is no loss of generality for the purposes of this paper

because U remains the same if S(x) is adjoined to Y(x) for every x. It

will also be assumed for ease of exposition that U is everywhere finite and,

in particular, that u(n) < oo for every available policy 7t. This assumption

entails no real loss of generality but makes certain proofs less tedious.

Once we have assumed Y to be leavable, we can also restrict attention to

Borel measurable strategies a. This is because, for every x and a e Y,(x),

there is a strategy a e I.(x) such that o'0 = oQ and, for n > 1, o'n is a Borel

measurable function equal to on  on a Borel set of a-measure one and such
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that o'n(hx, ... , hn) = ô(hf) elsewhere. Clearly, o and o  determine the same

measure p(o) on B(H).

By the way, there would be no real gain in generality and no change in U

if we permitted universally measurable stop rules. This is because, given o

and such a stop rule /, it is not difficult to find a Borel stop rule /' such that

o[t = t']=l.

In the original formulation of gambling theory given by Dubins and Savage

[11], gambles were taken to be finitely additive measures defined on all subsets

of F and strategies were not restricted to be measurable. In this general, non-

measurable setting, a fundamental result is that the optimal return function is

the least function Q: F —> R such that

(i) Q>u;

(ii) j Qdy< Q(x)     for all x e F and y e Y(x).

A function Q which satisfies (ii) is called excessive.

Dubins and Savage assumed the utility function u to be bounded. However,

many of their results, including the characterization of the optimal return func-

tion just stated, remain true when u is nonnegative or nonpositive. For a Borel

problem, if there is a least universally measurable Q satisfying (i) and (ii), it

is called the réduite or reduced function of u.

Dubins and Savage raised the question of whether the optimal return function

for a measurable problem is measurable and whether a gambler can do as well

with measurable strategies as with nonmeasurable ones. It is equivalent to ask

whether the function U, defined above as the optimal return from measurable

strategies, is measurable and is the reduced function of u. These questions

were answered positively by Strauch [22] for Borel problems with a bounded

utility function u and later by Dubins and Sudderth [13] and Dellacherie and

Meyer [9] for u > 0 :

Theorem 1.1. For a Borel problem with a nonnegative u, U is universally mea-

surable and is the reduced function of u.

In fact, the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 will be shown to hold not only for

nonnegative u but also as long as the process {u~(hf} is uniformly integrable

under each a available. (Here u~ = (-u)\lO.)

The major result of this paper is that the situation is quite different for general

nonpositive u. (Notice that a nonpositive u corresponds to a nonnegative loss

function and is a common assumption in decision problems.) For the statement

of the theorem, recall that an analytic set is the continuous image of a Borel set

and a PCA set is the continuous image of the complement of an analytic set.

Theorem 1.2. For a general Borel problem with a nonpositive u, the statement

"U is universally measurable" is independent of the axioms ofZermelo-Fraenkel
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set theory together with the axiom of choice (ZFCAA). More specifically:

(i) If all PCA sets are universally measurable, then U is universally mea-

surable and is the reduced function of u.

(ii) If not all PCA sets are universally measurable, then U need not be uni-

versally measurable and there need not exist a reduced function of u.

Martin and Solovay [17] showed that the statement "all PCA sets are mea-

surable" is provable in the theory ZFC + Martin's axiom +2H° > Kj , which is

known to be consistent if ZF is. On the other hand, the negation of the state-

ment is provable in ZFC + axiom of constructibility (ZFL) (cf. Chapter 5 of

Moschovakis [19]), which too is consistent if ZF is, as was shown by Gödel.

An interesting class of gambling problems is the stop-or-go problems in which,

at each x e F , a gambler has available at most one gamble y(x) other than the

trivial, point mass S(x) at x . These problems correspond to optimal stopping

problems [12]. Even for these special problems, there is a difference in behavior

for u > 0 and u < 0.

Theorem 1.3. For a Borel stop-or-go problem, U is universally measurable and

is the reduced function of u. If u > 0, U is Borel measurable. For u < 0, it

can happen that U is not Borel.

Here is how the rest of the paper is organized: §2 has two lemmas about

conditional distributions. §3 introduces the class of upper analytic functions and

collects some of their properties which we will need. In §4 we study a hierarchy

of return functions U , where a is an ordinal number. It is shown that U is

universally measurable for countable ordinals a and that, if u > 0, then U =

Uw, where co is the first infinite ordinal (Theorem 4.8). In general, U = Uw ,

where cox is the first uncountable ordinal. Our study of Uw depends critically

on a result of Moschovakis from effective descriptive set theory, and this result

is presented in §5. After §5 we are ready to prove the positive assertions of

Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, and these proofs are in §§6 and 7, respectively. The

negative assertions are based on an example and modifications of it which are

presented in §8. The example of §8 does not depend on the intervening sections

and can be read immediately. An alternative return function W is defined in

§9 and shown to be universally measurable.

2. TWO LEMMAS ON BOREL SETS AND CONDITIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS

Let X and Y be Borel sets and, for p e A?(X x Y), let p0 denote the

marginal distribution of p on X and let px be a version of the regular condi-

tional /¿-distribution of y given x . Notice that px is a measurable map from

X to &'Y).

Lemma 2.1. For each Borel subset E of AÁ°(Y) the mapping \p: £?(X x Y) —>

[0, I], defined by

\p(p) = Pf{x: px(x)eE},

is Borel measurable.
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Proof. See Lemma 2.2 of Sudderth [23].   D

In the sequel, we will be working with families of probability measures on

a measurable space and will require conditional distributions which are jointly

measurable functions of the underlying measure in the family and the condi-

tioning variable. Such conditional distributions exist by the next lemma.

Lemma 2.2. There is a Borel measurable mapping v: £P(X x Y) x X —► ¿?(Y)

such that, for every p e £P(X x Y), v(p, x) is a regular conditional p-distribu-

tionfor y given x.

Proof. This is clear if Y is countable. If Y is uncountable, the argument is

simply a matter of retracing the steps in the construction of a regular conditional

probability and checking measurability at each step. To begin with, take Y to

be 2N , the space of all infinite sequences of O's and l's. The general case can

be obtained from this one by using a Borel isomorphism. Let F be the algebra

of subsets of 2 which depend on finitely many coordinates. For the next step,

let Bx, B2, ... be a sequence of Borel sets in X which generates the Borel

sigma-algebra there, and for each n, let Bn be the algebra generated by Bx ,

...,Bn.
Let p e AAP(XxY) and F e F . It is straightforward to write down an explicit

expression in p , x, F which gives the /¿-probability of the set X x F, given

the algebra Bn , evaluated at x 6 X.   (If x belongs to an atom A of Bn

for which p(A x Y) = 0, take the conditional probability, for example, to be

p(X x F).) Using pn(p, x, F) as an abbreviation for the expression, it is easy

to check that, for each F e F , the function (p, x) —> p„(p, x, F) is jointly

measurable in p and x, and for each p, x the function F —> pn(p, x, F) is

a countably additive probability on F .

Now define p(p, x, F) to be the limit of the numbers p„(p, x, F), n =

1, 2, ..., on the set of (p, x) where lim sup pn(p, x , G) = lim inf pn (p, x, G)

for every G e F ; and define it to be p(X x F) otherwise. Again p(p, x, F)

is jointly measurable in p and x. Also, for each p, x, p(p, x, •) is a

finitely additive probability on F.  Then the special properties of F ensure

that p(p, x, •) is countably additive on F.  Finally, set v(p, x) to be the

unique countably additive extension of p(p, x, •) to the Borel sets in Y.

Then v is measurable from AÂ°(X x Y)x X to AAA°(Y), and so for each p,

the section v : x —> v(p, x) is measurable, which establishes the measurability

clause in the definition of a conditional distribution. A martingale convergence

theorem can be used to verify the other clause.   D

3. Some properties of upper analytic functions

Let / be a function from the Borel set X into the extended-real-line R.

Say that / is upper analytic if, for every c e R, the set {x : fi(x) > c} is

analytic. Upper analytic functions are universally measurable because analytic
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sets are universally measurable and Borel functions are upper analytic because

Borel sets are analytic. (Kuratowski [14]). These functions arise quite naturally

in the theory of measurable gambling because the optimal return function U

of a Borel gambling problem with u > 0 is always upper analytic but need not

be Borel (cf. Dubins and Sudderth [13] or Dellacherie and Meyer [9, Chapter

x]).

Nonnegative upper analytic functions were called "semi-analytic" by Black-

well et al. [2] and "analytique" by Dellacherie and Meyer [9]. Most of the

following facts are simple variations of results in one or both of these refer-

ences. All spaces considered below are Borel. The integral of a real-valued

function / with respect to a measure y will often be written as yfi.

(3.1) If /: X —► R is upper analytic and g : Y —> X is Borel, then fog

is upper analytic.

(3.2) If /: X —* R is upper analytic and g: X —> R is Borel, then f - g

is upper analytic.

Proof, [f - g > c] = (jr[f > r, g < r-c], where the union is over all rational

numbers r.

(3.3) If /, g: X —* R are upper analytic and c eR, then {x: f(x) + g(x)

is well defined and exceeds c} is analytic.

Proof. f(x) + g(x) is well defined if both f(x) and g(x) are greater than

-co . So the set in question is just \Jr[f > r, g > c — r].

(3.4) If fin : X —► R are upper analytic, then so are inf fin , sup/„ ,

lim inf fin , and lim sup fin.

(3.5) If /: X -► R is upper analytic and ceR, then {p e S°(X):

/ f dp exists and exceeds c} is analytic.

Proof. This is proved in [2] and in [9] for nonnegative /. Let /**" =/v0,

f~ = -(/A 0). Then p —► p(fi^) is upper analytic and p —> -p(f~) is also.

Since p(f) = p(fi^) - p(fi~) when the integral is defined, (3.3) applies.

(3.6) Suppose K: X x B(Z) —>[0, 1] is a Borel measurable Markov kernel

and Ae Y xZ is analytic. Then (x, y) -> K(x, Ay) is upper analytic.

Proof. Define /: &>(Y x Z) - [0, 1] by f(y) = y(A) and g: X x Y -»
â°(Y x Z) by g(x, y) = S(y) x K(x, •). The function is just fog. Ap-

ply (3.1) and (3.5).
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4. A HIERARCHY OF RETURN FUNCTIONS

If / is a Borel stop rule and x e F , define the conditional stop rule t[x] to

be the function on H given by

t[x](hx ,h2,...) = t(x,hx,h2,...)-l.

Then either t[x] is again a stop rule or it is identically equal to zero.

There is a natural way to associate with every stop rule / an ordinal number

j(t) called the index of / by setting j(0) = 0 and requiring

j(t) = sup{j(t[x]) + l:xeF}.

This definition of the index is equivalent to that of Dellacherie and Meyer in

[8], as was pointed out by Maitra et al. [16, Proposition 4.1]. Furthermore,

j(t) is familiar to students of Dubins and Savage as being the structure of the

finitary function ht (cf. [11, §§2.7 and 2.9]) except for the uninteresting case

when F is a singleton. Notice that j(t[x]) is always strictly less than j(t).

The next lemma is a consequence of the Kunen-Martin theorem as explained

by Dellacherie in the Erratum and Addendum to [4].

Lemma 4.1. If t is a Borel stop rule, then j(t) < cox.

By analogy with Dubins and Savage [11, p. 34], let Ux = u and, for every

ordinal a with 1 < a < cox and x e F , let

Ua(x) = sup u(n)

where the supremum is over policies n = (o, t) at x such that j(t) < a.

Notice that -oo < u < U  < U < co for all a .
—      a —

Lemma 4.2. For every x e F, there is an ordinal a < cox such that U(x) =

Ua(x). Also, U(x) = Ua (x) for all x.

Proof. Choose nn = (an, tf) at x such that U(x) = sup u(nf) and take a =

sup(j(tn) + 1). The first assertion now follows easily from Lemma 4.1, as does

the second,   o

It is natural to suspect that U = Uw, and this is the case when u > 0 as

follows from Theorem 4.8 below. Here is a simple example where equality does

not hold.

Example. Let F = {... , -2, -1, 0, 1} ; let u(l) = -1 and u(x) = x if

xf 1 ; let Y(x) = {S(x), ô(x+l)} for x<0, Y(0) = {0(0)}, r(l) = {<î(l), y}

where yu = -oo. It is easy to check that Um(l) = -1 and U(l) = 0.

A crucial feature of the example is the gamble y under which u has expec-

tation -oo. Such gambles will also be crucial for the more complex Example

8.5. In that example there is, for every ordinal a < cox , a fortune x such that

U(x) = Ufx) > Uß(x) for all ß < a .

The next theorem establishes the universal measurability of U for a <

cox . The theorem will be proved for a class of gambling problems more gen-

eral than Borel problems.   A problem  (F, Y, u)  is called analytic if the set
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T = {(x, y) : y e T(x)} is assumed only to be an analytic subset of F x AAP(F)

rather than a Borel subset and if u is assumed to be only upper analytic. An-

alytic problems with nonnegative utility functions were introduced by Meyer

and Traki [18] and investigated by Dellacherie and Meyer [9] and by Dubins

and Sudderth [13], Blackwell et al. [2] studied an analogous class of problems

in the framework of dynamic programming.

Define the operator Yx by the formula

(4.1) (rV)M =  sup   yep
yenx)

for functions tp: F —> R such that the integrals yep occurring on the right are

well defined.

Theorem 4.3. Let a be a positive ordinal less than a», . Then Ua is upper

analytic. If a is a successor ordinal and larger than 1, then

(4-2) Ua = YX(Ua_x).

If a is a limit ordinal, then

(4.3) Ua = sup{Uß:ß<a}.

The proof of Theorem 4.3 will be based on a study of certain sets of proba-

bility measures defined on the Borel subsets of H. These sets will play a critical

role in the proof of Theorem 1.2 as well.

Recall that X(x) is the collection of all strategies o , considered as probability

measures on B(H), available at x. Set

E = {(x,<7):<7€E(x)}.

Lemma 4.4. // Y is a Borel (analytic) subset of F x AAS(F), then X ¿s a Borel

(analytic) subset of F x 9°(F).

Proof. The Borel case is in Sudderth [23] and the analytic case is in Dellacherie

[6]. (The proof in [23] can be modified to handle the analytic case as well.)   o

Next let / be a stop rule and define a mapping cpt: H —> H by

<Ptih)n = hn      if n<t(h),

1 • > =hm    if n>t(h).

Then, for each p e AAAP(H), define the measure p e AAP(H) to be pepf . Intu-

itively, p' is just the measure p stopped at time /. By analogy with Dubins

and Savage [11, p. 45], we say that p is surely stagnant and stagnates by time

t. For each x e F, let A(x) be the measure in AÁ^(H) which assigns mass

one to the singleton {(x, x, ...)}. We say that A(x) stagnates immediately or

stagnates by time zero and set

(4.5) &>x ={A(x):xeF}.
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For each ordinal a > 1, let APa be the collection of p in AP(H) such that p

stagnates by time / for some stop rule / with j(t) < a. By Lemma 4.1, the

union of all the A? is just AAP . These collections of measures are central to

the main arguments of this paper. Some of their properties are listed in the

next lemma. For its statement and proof some more notation is needed.

For p e S°(H) and x e F, write p[x] for the conditional //-distribution of

(h2, h3, ...) given hx = x . By Lemma 2.2 we can take p[x] = v(p, x) to be a

Borel mapping from AA°(H) x F to 3°(H) and we will choose such a version in

the proof of the lemma. If / is a stop rule, it is straightforward to verify that

'r    t r    l'M
p [x] = p[x]     ,        Pf-a.s.,

where p0 is the marginal distribution of p on the first coordinate of H, t[x]

is the conditional stop rule, and we set

p[x]  = A(x).

Lemma 4.5. Let a be a positive ordinal less than cox. Then the following hold:

(i) 9°a is a Borel subset of S?(H).

(ii) If a > 1 is not a limit ordinal, then peAAA°a if and only if

(4.6) Pf{x:p[x]e^a_x} = l.

(hi) If a is a limit ordinal, then

A?a = \J{^ß:ß<a}.

(iv) There is a Borel mapping tq : A2>a x H —> N such that Ta(p) = xa(p, •)

is a stop rule of index less than a or is identically zero and p stagnates by time

Proof. The proof is by induction on a. A!PX is closed and we can take rx

identically equal to zero to see that the conditions are satisfied for a = 1 . So

assume a > 1 , and that (i) through (iv) hold for ß < a.

Suppose first that a is not a limit ordinal. Consider (ii). If p e AAPa , formula

(4.6) follows from the remarks preceding the lemma. If (4.6) holds, define

t(h)=i*a-Mhl],ih2,h3,...))+l   ifp[hx)eA?>a_x,

[ I 1 if not.

Then p stagnates by time / and j(t) < a. So p e £Pa. Thus (ii) holds.

Condition (i) follows from (ii) and Lemma 2.1. For (iv), define ra(p, h) by

the formula first used for t(h).

Assume now that a is a limit ordinal. Condition (hi) is obvious and then (i)

is too. For (iv), define xa(p, h) to be t„(/i, h) where ß is the least ordinal

such that p belongs to AP».   u

We are almost ready to complete the proof of Theorem 4.3. First notice that,

if we define u : H —> R by

(4.7) u*(h) = lim sup u(hn),
n
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then, for x e F ,

(4.8) Ua(x) = sup{ou:oeA?>anï(x)}.

This is because, for a policy n = (a, t) available at x ,

u(n) = i u(ht) do = I u* do .

(Notice that the integrals ou* occurring in (4.8) are well defined because of our

assumption that u(n) is.) Thus the supremum in (4.8) is the same as that in

the definition of U .
a

Proof of Theorem 4.3. Each Ua is upper analytic because for every real c,the

set {x: Ua(x) > c} is, by (4.8), the projection of {(x, a): a e £Pa n Z(x),

au > c} . The latter set is analytic, as follows from (3.4), (3.5), and Lemmas

4.4 and 4.5.

Suppose next that a is a successor ordinal. Fix x0 and y e T(xf . Because

Ua_x is universally measurable, there is a Borel function Q: F —» [-co, co)

such that Q < Ua_x and Q = Ua_x   y-almost surely. Let e > 0 and

E = {(x,o):oe AAA>a_x n I(x), ou   > Q(x) - e}.

Then E is an analytic set with nonempty x-sections. So, by the von Neumann

selection theorem (cf. [2] or [19, 4E.9, p. 240]), there is a universally measurable

function a: F —> AAA°(H) such that (x, a(x)) e E for all x . Choose a Borel set

B ç F such that y(B) = 1 and a restricted to B is Borel. Define a measure

à in £P(H) to have marginal ô0 = y on the first coordinate and conditional

distribution

<t[x] = o(x)   if x e B,

= A(x)    ifx£5.

Then âe^flX(x0) by Lemma 4.5(h) and, hence,

co > Ua(Xf) > du  = / (o(x)u)y (dx)

> jQdy-s = j Ua_xdy-e.

Notice that this calculation shows that the integral yUa_x  is well defined for

every y e T(xf . Take the supremum over y and let e —> 0 to get

t/a(x0)>r1(t/a_1)(x0).

For the opposite inequality, let o e £Pa n X(x0) ■ Then

ou  = I (o[x]u)Of (dx) <     Ua_x dOf,

where the equality is by conditioning on hx = x and the fact that u   is shift

invariant and the inequality is by (4.6). Take the supremum over a to get

c/a(x0)<r1(c/Q_1)(x0).
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The equality (4.3) is obvious. The proof of Theorem 4.3 is now complete. The

next two lemmas will enable us to prove a generalization of Theorem 1.1.

Lemma 4.6. Let n = (a, t) be a policy for which u(n) < co and for which the

process {u~(hf} is uniformly integrable under a. Then, for every stop rule t,

u(o, f) < supn u(o , t A n).

Proof. Calculate as follows:

u(ct, t) - u(o, t An) =   /      u(ht)do- u(hf)do
J\l>n\ J[t>n]

<   /      u+(hfdo+ u~(hn)do.
J[t>n] J[t>n]

The two terms in the final expression approach zero as n —> co, the first by the

dominated convergence theorem and the second by the uniform integrability of

{U~(hn)}.     D

The next result is a descendant of Theorem 2.12.1 of [11].

Proposition 4.7. Suppose Q is universally measurable, Q> u, and Q is exces-

sive. Then Q> U.

Proof. Let x0 e F and n = (a, t) be a policy at x0 such that

u(n) = I u(ht)do > -co.

Because Q> u, Q(n) is well defined and

(4.9) Q(n)>u(n).

Furthermore,

(4.10) Qix0)>Qin)

by an optional sampling theorem for everywhere finite stop rules, which can be

proved, as in [11], by induction on j(t). To start the induction, notice that, by

Fubini,

Q(n) = JQ(o[x],t[x])o0(dx).

Now use (4.9) and (4.10), and take the supremum over n at x0 to get Q(xf >

U(Xf).     D

Definition 4.8. The problem (F ,Y,u) is uniformly integrable from below if,

given x e F and e > 0, there exists a policy n = (a, t) at x such that

u(n) > U(x) - e and {u~(hn)} is uniformly integrable under o .

Theorem 4.8. If (F ,Y,u) is uniformly integrable from below, then  IA = U

and U is the reduced function of u.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.6 that U(x) is the supremum of u(n) taken

over policies n at x with bounded stop rules. Since every stop rule bounded by
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an integer n has index bounded by n , it then follows that U = sup Un = Uw.

By Theorem 4.3, U is upper analytic and therefore universally measurable.

Obviously, U > u. Also, U is excessive because, given x and y e T(x),

yU = yUw < TX(UJ(x) = Uw+X(x) = U(x).

Apply Proposition 4.7 to complete the proof.   D

5.  A THEOREM OF MOSCHOVAKIS

The proofs in the next two sections depend on a result from the theory of

inductive definability. A few definitions are needed to formulate the result.

Say that 3> is a monotone operator on a set Z if O maps subsets of Z

to subsets of Z and if Q>(EX) Ç <b(E2) whenever Ex ç E2 ç Z. Define the

iterates of such a O by transfinite induction as follows:

<D° = 0,

(5.1) 4>     = 0(0 )   for successor ordinals £+1,

<tf = U O**   for limit ordinals ¡A,.

It is easy to verify that <P°° , the least fixed point of O, is given by [J{0 : í <

k} , where k is the least cardinal greater than the cardinality of Z .

Theorem 5.1. Suppose Z is a Borel set and let O be a monotone operator on

Z . Assume that, for any Polish space Y and any coanalytic set C ç Y x Z, the

set

(5.2) C* = {(y,z)eYxZ:zeQ>(Cy)}

is coanalytic, where C   is the y-section of C. Then

(a) <S>°° is a coanalytic subset of Z ;

(b) ^00 = <DW',-

(c) if A is an analytic subset of O00 , there is an r\ < cox such that A ç cpA>.

Part (a) of the theorem is a special case of a very general result of Moschovakis

[19, 7C.8, p. 414]. Parts (b) and (c) are not stated explicitly in [19], but they

can be deduced from results there and this deduction is carried out by Louveau

[15]. A related result is in Dellacherie [5].

6. The set a0,,   and the universal measurability of LA

Theorem 5.1 will be used in this section to show

Theorem 6.1. The set AAP^   of surely stagnant measures is coanalytic.

It can also be shown that, if F  is infinite, then £?,,    is not a Borel set.
w\

However, we will be content to point out in §8 that £P,,   is not Borel when F
w\

is an uncountable Borel set.
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After the proof of Theorem 6.1, the proof of Theorem 1.2(i) will be given.

Proof of Theorem 6.1. To apply Theorem 5.1, take Z = ¡P(H) and, for E ç Z ,

define

(6.1) <t>(E)=A?xu{p:pl{x:p[x]€E} = l}

where â"x , as in (4.5), is the collection of point-masses A(x), p0 is the marginal

of p on the first coordinate of H, p*Q is the outer measure associated with p0 ,

and p[x] is, as in Lemma 2.2, a Borel version of the conditional /¿-distribution

of (h2, h}, ...) given hx = x. Clearly, <I> is monotone.

To verify the remaining hypothesis of Theorem 5.1, let Y be a Polish space

and let C QY x Z be coanalytic. The set

C = {(y,p,x)eYxZxF:(y, p[x]) e C}

is also coanalytic since it is the inverse image of C under the Borel mapping

(y,p,x)—>(y, p[x]). Define a Borel Markov kernel K on (Y x Z) x B(F)

by

K((y, p), B) = pfB).
Apply (3.6) to see that

C* = {(y, p) e Y x Z: p eA?x or K((y, p) ,C (y ß)) = 1}

is coanalytic.

Thus Theorem 5.1 applies to show that

<D°° = Ow' =  IJ <p"

q<tox

is coanalytic. Now, by definition,

^= IK-
n«ol

So the following lemma will complete the proof.

Lemma 6.2. For 0 < tj <cox, tf = â°   and, hence, Q>w' = 9°w .

Proof. By definition, <J>' = i>(0) = 9BX . Let 1 < c¡ < cox and assume «D'' = &

for 0 < t] < c;.  Use (5.1), (6.1), and Lemma 4.5(h), (iii) to see that tf =

Here is a generalization of Theorem 1.2(i) which includes analytic problems

and does not assume u is nonpositive. The definition of the reduced function

is the same for an analytic problem as for a Borel problem.

Theorem 6.3. For each a e R, the set [U > a] is a PCA set. If all PCA sets are

universally measurable, then U is the reduced function of u.

Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 4.3 and will use some of the

same notation.
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For a e R , define the set

E = {(x, er): o eZ(x)n^„ , ou  > a}.

This is a PCA set as follows from Lemma 4.4, Theorem 6.1, (3.4), and (3.5).

Now, for each x ,

(6.2) U(x) = snp{ou*:oeY.(x)r\âBw}

Hence, {x: U(x) > a} is the projection of E onto the first coordinate and is

therefore a PCA set also.

Suppose now that all PCA sets are universally measurable and, hence, that

U is universally measurable. As is always the case, U > u . So, by Proposition

4.7, it remains to be shown only that U is excessive.

Let x0 e F , ye T(xf), and e > 0. It suffices to show that yU < U(x0) + e .

Let Q: F ^ [-oo, oo) be a Borel measurable function such that Q < Ü and

Q= U  y-almost surely. Let

C = {(x, a): (jel(x)n^ , ou* > Q(x)-s}.

Then C is a PCA set for the same reasons that E is. As an easy consequence

of the Novikov-Kondo-Addison theorem [19, 4E.4, p. 235], there is a function

a: F -» AP (H) such that (x, a(x)) e C for all x and the graph 6 of a

is PCA. It follows that a is universally measurable because, given a Borel set

B c â°(H), the set a~x(B) is the projection onto F of the PCA set Gn(FxB)

and, hence, is itself a PCA set.

Choose a Borel set B c F such that y(B) = I and ö restricted to B is

Borel. Define à eAAP(H) by setting ¿>0 = y and

¿>[x] = TJ(x)    if x e B,

= A(x)    ifxeB.

Then ô e L(xQ).

Next a(B) is an analytic subset of ^ . So, by Theorem 5.1(c) and Lemma

6.2, there is a cj < cox such that â(B) c ^ . Hence, ¿>[x] e ^ for all x , and,

by Lemma 4.5(h),

<7G^i+1nI(x0).

Hence,

co > U(Xf) > du  =    (ô[x]u*)y(dx) > / Qdy-e = / Udy - e.   a

7. Countable houses (including stop-or-go problems)

The result of this section is the following generalization of the first two as-

sertions of Theorem 1.3.
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Theorem 7.1. Assume (F ,Y, u) is a Borel problem and that Y(x) is countable

for every x. Then (i) the function -U is upper analytic and U is the reduced

function of u, and (ii) if (F ,Y, u) is uniformly integrable from below, U is

Borel.

Under our hypotheses, Y is a Borel subset of F x AAP(F) with countable

x-sections. By a theorem of Luzin (cf. Moschovakis [19, 4F.17, p. 259]) there

exist Borel mappings y,, y2, ... from F to AP(F) such that

T(x) = {yx(x),y2(x),...}

for every x e F .

The proof of (ii) is now quite easy. Since Ux = u is Borel and, by Theorem

4.3, for every x ,

Un+x(x) = supym(x)Un,
m

it follows that U2, U3, ... are Borel. So Uw = sup Un is also Borel. But

U = Um by Theorem 4.8. (The special case of (ii) when u is bounded was

proved in [23].)

The rest of the section is devoted to proving (i). By Proposition 4.7, we need

only show that U is universally measurable and excessive. The key idea of the

proof is another application of Theorem 5.1. We will first define the operator

O and then explain its connection to our situation.

Let Z = F x R and, for E ç Z , define 0(£) to be the set

(7.1)    {(x,a)eZ: max{u(x), sup((yn(x) x A)*(EnZ+)
n

-(yn(x)xA)*(EcnZ-))}>a},

where Z+ = {(x, a) e Z , a > 0}, Z~ = {(x, a) e Z : a < 0} , X is Lebesgue

measure on R, yn(x) x X is the product measure on Z , and p* denotes the

outer measure induced by a measure p. The convention is also made that

oo - co = co in the expression (7.1). To understand the operator <E>, consider

the special case

E = {(x, a): v(x) > a}

where v: F —» R is universally measurable and such that the integrals yn(x)v

are well defined for every x e F and n e N. Then

(7.2)

and

(7.3)

(yn(x)xX)(E<lZ+)= Jx((EnZ+)y)yn(x)(dy)

= J v+(y)yn(x)(dy)

(yfx) x X)(EC nZ")= j k((Ec n Z')y)yn(x)(dy)

= J v~(y)yn(x)(dy).
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Thus the difference of (7.2) and (7.3) is just the integral yn(x)v and, in this

special case, the set <&(E) of (7.1) is just

{(x, a) e Z: max{«(x), Y v(x)} > a}.

Lemma 7.3. For l <¿¡ <cox, Oi = {(x, a) : U^(x) > a} .

Proof. Use Theorem 4.3 and the definition of <t>s in (5.1).   D

Suppose, for a moment, that the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied.

Then, by that theorem and Lemmas 4.2 and 7.3,

Q>°°=a?»< ={(x,a): Uw(x)>a} = {(x,a): U(x)>a}

is coanalytic, and, consequently, for each a,

®~ = {x:U(x)>a}

is coanalytic too. In particular, - U is upper analytic.

Also, by Theorem 5.1, O"1 is a fixed point of O and, hence,

{(x,a): U(x) >a} = {(x,a):YxU(x)>a}.

Thus Y U = U and, in particular, U is excessive.

Thus we need only verify the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1. Clearly, C> is

monotone. So let Y be Polish and C c Y x Z be coanalytic. We must check

that the set C* of (5.2) is coanalytic.

First, for each pair of positive integers m and n , let kn be Lebesgue measure

on the interval In = [n - 1, n] and define the mapping cpm n : Y x F —► [0, 1]

by

<Pm,„iy,x) = iyJx)xAn)(Ccyn(FxIn)).

This mapping is upper analytic, by (3.1) and (3.6), since it equals

K(ym(x),(CcD(YxFxIn))y)

where K is the Borel kernel on ^>(F) x B(F x If) defined by

K(y, B) = (y x Xn)(B).

Hence,

-(yjx) x X)(Cy n Z+) = - 2>M(x) x kn)(Cy n(Fx If)
n

n

is an upper analytic function of (y, x) by (3.3) and (3.4). Similarly,

(ym(x)xX)(CcynZ~)

is an upper analytic function of (y, x). Finally,

C* = \(y, x, a): max I u(x), sup((ym(x) x k)(Cy n Z+)

- (yfflWx2)(c;nz-))}>a)
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is coanalytic by (3.2), a variant of (3.3), (3.4), and our hypothesis that u is

Borel.

The proof of Theorem 7.1 is now complete.

8. Counterexamples

An example is presented in this section which, along with several modifica-

tions, will establish all the negative results of the paper such as Theorem 1.2(h).

This example is based on a result of Dellacherie and Meyer [8] and is a close

relative of an example of Blackwell and Ramakrishnan [3].

Let N = {1,2,...} and let T be the collection of all stopping times on N ;

i.e., T is the set of mappings /: NN —» Nu{oo} such that, for every neN, the

set [/ < n] is measurable with respect to the sigma-field generated by the first n

coordinate mappings on N . Give N U {oo} the usual compact topology and

give T its topology of pointwise convergence. Then T is a compact metric

space.

Let S be the set of all (complete) stop rules in T ; i.e.,

S = {/ e T: t(y) < oo for all y e NN}.

The following nice result of Dellacherie and Meyer [8, Theorem 2] is the key to

our example.

Lemma 8.1. The set S is coanalytic and is not analytic.

Here is the basic example.

Example 8.2. Define T = Tu {0} and Ñ = Nu {0} . Then let F = T x N x Ñ

and, for x = (/,«, m) e F, define u(x) = -m. The gambling house Y

will be a stop-or-go house so that Y(x) = {y(x), Six)} for every x, where

y(x) is defined as follows: If x = (0, n, m), then y(x) = ô(0, n,0). If

x = (t,n, m) and / ^ 0, then, for every k e N, y(x) assigns probability

2~ to the fortune (t[k], k, 2 m). (Here t[k] is the conditional stop rule

t[k](nx, n2 ,...) = t(k, nx, n2,...)- I, or is the element 0 of T A) It is not

difficult to verify that (F, Y, u) is a Borel problem.

Lemma 8.3. The optimal return function U is not upper analytic and, therefore,

not Borel. Indeed U(t, 1, 1) = 0 if teS and U(t, 1, 1) = -1 if teT\S.

Proof. By Lemma 8.1, it suffices to prove the final assertion.

Let o be the strategy at (/, 1, 1) which always uses y(x) at any fortune x.

First assume / e S and define a stop rule t on H = FN by

t((/, , nx, mx), (t2, n2, mf), .. A) = t(nx ,n2,...).

Now a assigns probability one to histories h of the form

((t[nx],nx,2n>), (t[nx][n2], n2, 2"'+"2), ... , (0, nk, 2"'+-+">),

(0,^,0), (0,^,0),...)
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where 0 occurs in the first coordinate of hk at time x(h) = t(nx, n2, ...) and

0 occurs in the third coordinate of hk for all k > x(h) + 1 . Hence,

ui^T+x) = 0,        cf-almost surely,

and

U(t, 1, l)> Ju(hT+x)do = 0.

Obviously, U(t, 1, 1) < 0 since u(x) < 0 for all x.

Next suppose / £ S so that there is a sequence («,, «2, ...) e NN such

that t(nx, n2, ...) = oo . Let x be any (everywhere finite) stop rule on H and

let

h* = ((t[nx],nx,2n'),(t[nx][n2],n2,2n^),...).

Suppose x(h*) = k . Then

/ u(hf)da < u(h*)o{h: hx=h\, ... ,hk = h*k}

— _ 2«i+--+"*2-("1+ '+"fe)

= - 1.

A similar calculation will show the return from any policy at (/, 1, 1) is no

larger than -1. Of course, U(t, 1, 1) > u(t, 1,1) = —1. So U(t, 1,1) =
-1 .   D

The final assertion of Theorem 1.3 is immediate from the lemma, and the

proof of that theorem is now complete. We have also established with this

example that the statement from Theorem 7.1 that -U is upper analytic cannot
be improved.

Corollary. The set AA°,,   is not Borel.

Proof. If APw were Borel, it would follow from (6.2) that U is upper ana-

lytic,   a

Here is our first modification of Example 8.2.

Example 8.4. Let (F, Y, u) be as in Example 8.2. Let X be a Polish space

disjoint from F and A an analytic subset of X. Set Fx = F u X and give Fx

the union topology which is the union of the topologies on F and X . We will

define ux and Yx so that the optimal return U   of (Fx ,Yx,ux) satisfies

(8.1) {xeX: Ux(x) = 0} = {xeX: Ux(x)>0} = X\A.

Take the restrictions of w, and Yx to F to be « and Y, respectively, and set

ux(x) = -1 for x e X. To define T, on I, first write

A = \Jf]C(y\k)
y   k
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where y = iyx,y2, ...) ranges over NN and, for each y e NN and k e N,

C(y |k) = C(yx, ... ,yk) is a closed subset of X and C(y |k) D C(y \k+ 1).

The proof that such sets exist can be found, for example, in [14] or [8].

Next define a mapping ip: X —> F as follows: for x e X, let

ip(x) = (tx, 1, 1)

where tx e T is given by

tx(y) = inf{k:x i C(y\k)}

for each y e N . (The mapping tx was introduced and its properties were

studied by Dellacherie and Meyer [8, p. 375].) Check that \p is Borel because

{x: tx(y) < k} is open for fixed y e NN and k e N. Then notice that tx(y)

is finite for every y if and only if x ^ A so that

X\A = {x: txeS} = ip~1iit, l,l):teS}.

Finally, define

Yx(x) = {ô(x),ô(y/(x))}

for x e X. Then Yx is Borel and, for x e X, Ux(x) = U(ip(x)) = 0 if and

only if txeS. Thus (8.1) holds.   D

Here is our second modification of the basic example.

Example 8.5. Begin with Example 8.4 but take the space X = I x I where

/ = [0, 1] is a copy of the unit interval disjoint from Fx . Set F2 = Fx U / =

Fö(IxI)öI with the union topology. Let u2 and Y2 restricted to Fx be ux

and T, , respectively, and, for xx e I, define

u2(xx ) = -1,        Y2(xx) = {ô(xx)}U {ô(xx, x2) :x2el}.

If U is the optimal return function for the Borel problem (F2 ,Y2, uf) and

P is the PCA set given by

(8.2) P = {xxel: (3x2 e I)((xx ,x2)eX\A)},

Then, clearly,

{x, el: U2(xx) = 0} = P.

2 1
Thus U is universally measurable only if P is. (Indeed, LA (xx) = -1 if

Xj e I \ P. So U   is universally measurable if P is.)

The first assertion of Theorem 1.2(h) is now proved. To establish the second

assertion, define, for each z e I\P, the function Qz: F2-+ R by

Qz(x) = -l        ifx = z,

= 0 if x e I, x ^ z,

= U2(x)   ifxeFx.

For each z e I \P, Qz > u2 and Qz is excessive and universally measurable.

This is trivial to verify on / and follows on Fx  from Theorem 1.3 applied to
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the Borel stop-or-go problem (Fx ,Yx,ux). By Proposition 4.7, if there is a

reduced function Ru2, it must satisfy

Q2 > Ru2 > U2

for every z eI\P. But inf Qz = U . Thus U is the only possible candidate.

However, U is not measurable unless P is, as was already pointed out. The

proof of Theorem 1.2 is now complete.   D

The first result on the measurability of U was proved by Dubins and Savage

under the assumptions that F is a compact metric space and that u and Y

satisfy certain continuity requirements [11, Theorem 2.16.1]. It is easy to alter

Example 8.5 so that all the assumptions of Dubins and Savage are satisfied with

the exception of the compactness of F . To carry out such an alteration, just

replace the unit interval I by the Cantor space 2W of all sequences of O's and

l's. Because the clopen sets of 2W form a basis for its topology, the sets C(y \ k)

in Example 8.4 can be taken to be clopen and, consequently, the mapping t//

becomes continuous. (The continuity of ip is obviously equivalent to that of

the mapping x —* tx and the continuity of the latter mapping was pointed

out by Dellacherie and Meyer [8, p. 375].) It is easy to check for this altered

version of Example 8.5 that T2 is a continuous mapping from F to the space

of compact subsets of AAP(F) equipped with the Vietoris topology and that u2

is also continuous. The same argument as before shows that the measurability

of U is equivalent to that of the PCA set P. Thus, even for "continuous

problems," the measurability of U is undecidable in general.

In Example 8.5, the function U is the least excessive majorant of u in the

sense of Dubins and Savage [11, Corollary 2.14.1] and no gambler can achieve

more even if allowed to use nonmeasurable n . The next example shows that

it is consistent that a gambler can do better with nonmeasurable strategies even

if the payoff is calculated using countably additive extensions of the original

gambles and, in particular, that the optimal return function as originally defined

by Dubins and Savage can be strictly greater than the U of this paper.

Example 8.6. This example will be a modification of a particular instance of

Example 8.5 in which the set P is not Lebesgue measurable. To obtain such a

set we assume GödeFs axiom of constructibility (cf. Moschovakis [19, p. 279]).

It follows that there is a PCA set PC/ such that

(8.3) XfP) = a<ß = X*(P)

where X is Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]. Let (F2, Y2, uf) be an instance of

Example 8.5 in which this P satisfies (8.2). Modify the example by taking

F3 = F2 u {p} where p is a point outside F2. Define u3 and T3 to be the

restrictions of u2 and Y2 on F2 and set

w3(p) = -l,        Yfp) = {ô(p),X}.
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Then (F3, T3, uf) is a Borel problem and, as will now be shown,

(8.4) U\p) < -1 +a.

First notice that, for x e I

u\x) = U2(x)=0      ifxeP,

= - 1    ifx<£P,

2
and, for any Borel function /: / —► R such that f < U   on I,

ÍfidX< -1 + a

by (8.3). Thus, for n = (a, f) a Borel policy at p with o0 = X,

u(n) = / u(o[x], t[x])X(dx) < -1 + a,

which establishes (8.4).

Next we will find a nonmeasurable n* at p with u(n*) > U (p).

Let E < ß -a.

Choose an extension y of X such that y(P) = ß. Then, for each x e I,

choose nx = (ax, tx) at x such that

u(nx) > U (x) - e.

(This cannot be a measurable selection.) Define (X0* = y and er*[x] = ax , and

t*[x] = tx for each x e I. Then

u(n*)= Í u(nx)y(dx)> -l+ß-e> -l+a> U3(p).   D

The next example illustrates the possibility that U may be measurable but

not excessive. Thus, even if LA is measurable, it can nevertheless be smaller

than the return function of Dubins and Savage. The example also illustrates

that the reduced function may exist and be different from LA.

Example 8.7. This example will be a modification of another instance of Exam-

ple 8.5. Assume once more Gödel's axiom of constructibility so that there will

exist a function g: I —> I whose graph G is a coanalytic subset of X = I x I

and contains no uncountable Borel subset of X [19, p. 279]. Take the analytic

set A of Example 8.5 to be X\G so that P = I. Notice that U is measurable;

indeed, U   is identically zero on /.

Now define the modified problem (F3, Y2, uf exactly as in Example 8.6.

Then LA (p) = -1 because, for any Borel policy n = (a, t) at p with o0 f=

Sip),
u(n) <-l +X(E)

where E = {xel: ox(x)(G) = 1}.
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Now E is coanalytic and, consequently, X(E) = 0. For if X(E) were strictly

positive it would contain an uncountable Borel set B and the set

B = {(x,y):xeB,ox(x) = S(x,y)}

would be an uncountable Borel subset of G. It follows that the optimal Borel

policy at p is to stagnate immediately.

Finally, observe that XLA3 = XU2 = 0 > -1 so that LA3 is not excessive,

though universally measurable.   D

Recall that, for a Borel (or analytic) gambling problem, the sets [LA > a]

are PCA sets. Our final example, which is primarily of interest to set theorists

rather than gamblers, will show that every PCA set is of the form [LA > a]. Thus

Theorem 6.3 and the following example together yield a new characterization

of PCA subsets of Polish spaces. Another characterization is in Becker [1].

Example 8.8. This will be another modification of Example 8.5, but this time

the fortune space F3 is taken to be just F2. We will modify u2 and Y2 so that

[LA > 0] = P. If P is empty, no change is necessary. If not, choose a point

p e P and set u3(p) = 1 . Let u3 = u2 on F3\{p}. Next define

r3(x,) = {S(xx)} u {{-(S(p) + S(xx, xf): x2 e 1}

for Xj e I, and let Y3 restricted to Fx = F2 \ I be Yx as before. The effect of

this change is that a gambler beginning at x 6 / can now receive an additional

half unit of utility (a whole unit if x = p) and, hence, [LA3 > 0] = / n [LA >

0] = P.   a

9. AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH USING

ALMOST SURELY FINITE STOPPING TIMES

In the formulation of § 1, the gambler starting at x is required to choose

a e Z(x) and a stop rule / which stops on every history. Now we will allow the

gambler to choose a Borel t: H —► {1, 2, ...}U{co} and such that [/ < n] is in

the sigma-field generated by the first n coordinate functions for n = 1,2, ...

and o[t < co] = 1 . Let T(o) be the collection of all such / and define a new

optimal return function W by

W(x) = snpl Íu(ht)do: oel(x), te T(a)\ .

It is assumed in this section that all the integrals occurring in the definition

of W exist and that W is everywhere finite. Here is a simple example which

shows that W may be strictly greater than U and may not be the reduced

function of u.

Example 9.1. Let F = {0, 1, ...} ; u(x) = -x for all x ; T(0) = {S(0)} ,

Y(x) = {S(x), \S(x - 1) + x2S(x + 1)} for x ± 0. Then W(x) = 0 for

all x since the simple random walk starting at x will reach 0 almost surely.

However,   LA = u because u(n) = u(x)  for every n at x, as follows from
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the optional sampling theorem for everywhere finite stop rules (cf. Dubins and

Savage [11, Theorem 2.12.2] or Ramakrishnan and Sudderth [21, Remark 2]).

The next theorem gives a sufficient condition for the equality of the two

return functions.

Theorem 9.2. For a given x e F and every e > 0, suppose there exist o e Z(x),

te T(o) suchthat $u(ht)do > W(x)-e and {u~(hf} is uniformly integrable

under a . Then W(x) = LA(x).

Proof. The same argument as for Lemma 4.6 shows

/ u(ht)do < sup u(a, tAn) < LA(x)

whenever {u~(hf} is uniformly integrable under o.   D

Unlike LA, the function W is always universally measurable.

Theorem 9.3.   W is upper analytic.

The proof requires the study of the set £P&% of almost surely stagnant proba-

bility measures on H. The definition of ÍA?   is similar to that of the collections

&a of §4. For a e 3°(H), t e T(a), let a' = ocp~x where cpt is defined by

(4.4). Now set

^ = {o':oe^(H),teT(o)}.

An alternative description of AAPœ is useful. To formulate it, define o[xx, ... , xj

to be a version of the conditional ^-distribution of (hn+x, ...)  given hx =

xx,...,hn=xn.

Lemma 9.4. A measure p belongs to £P    if and only if

p{h: p[hx, ... , hn] = A(hf} -> 1    asn^co.

Proof. The condition is clearly satisfied by any p e AAP^ . So assume the con-

dition holds and assume also that, as in Lemma 2.2, p[hx, ... , hf\ is a Borel

version. Take

t(h) = inf{n:p[hx,...,hn] = A(hn)}.

Then / e T(p) and p = p . So p e ^as.    D

Lemma 9.5. AAA0^ is Borel.

Proof. Use Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 9.4.    G

Proof of Theorem 9.3. Recall that

u'(h) = limsupw(/z„).
n

Thus, for x e F ,

(9 j, W(x) = supítx Y : o e X(x), / e T(o)}

= sup{ou* : a e I(x) n ^as}.

Now argue as in the proof of Theorem 4.3.    D
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Example 9.1 shows that W need not be the reduced function of u . However,

W does have a similar property, as will now be explained.

Say that a universally measurable function Q: F —► R is strongly excessive

if, for every x e F , a e Z(x), and / e T(o),

j Q(ht)do<Q(x).

Our final theorem is analogous to Theorem 1 of Dubins and Sudderth [12] and

the proof is similar also.

Theorem 9.6. The function W is the least universally measurable function Q: F

—► R such that (i) Q> u and (ii) Q is strongly excessive.

Proof. Suppose Q is a function having the properties listed and let x e F,

o e X(x), and / e T(a). Then

j u(ht)do< j Q(ht)do<Q(x).

Take the supremum over (a, t) to see that W(x) < Q(x).

It remains to be shown that W has the properties. By Theorem 9.3, W is

universally measurable and W > u because Y is leavable. We need a lemma

to see that W is strongly excessive.

Lemma 9.7. Let e > 0. There exists a universally measurable mapping ci: F —>

3°(H) such that ö(x) e I(x) n^as and o(x)u* > W(x) - e for all x .

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.4 in [12].    D

Now let x e F, o e X(x), / e T(o), e > 0, and let ö be given by the

lemma.  Define à e AP(H) to agree with o on the pre-/ sigma-field F\ and

to have conditional distribution o(ht) for (ht+x, ht+2, ...) given Ft. Then it

can be checked that à e S(x) n^as and, hence,

Í W(hfdo <   fa(ht)u*do + e

= du* +e < W(x) + e.

This completes the proof of Theorem 9.6.
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